openQA Tests - action #48725

coordination # 39302 (New): [qe-core][functional][opensuse][epic][medium] uefi upgrade tests on TW+Leap (was: missing assets)

[functional][u] Add upgrade tests from Leap 15.1 to openSUSE Tumbleweed

2019-03-05 16:34 - SLindoMansilla

Status: Resolved
Assignee: dheider
Target version: Milestone 31

Start date: 2019-03-06
Due date:
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Acceptance criteria

- AC1: The usual set of upgrade tests exist in the "openSUSE Tumbleweed" job group

Suggestions

- Make sure a current Leap 15.1 qcow image is available for one of cryptlvm@uefi, gnome@64bit or kde@64bit
- Try out upgrade scenarios e.g. with custom job scheduling by cloning a 15.0->tw case and overwriting variables to 15.1
- When stable add to openSUSE Tumbleweed directly or stabilize in development job group
- Inform Dimstar and maxlin about the new scenario and the further plan

- Repeat for all variants, add for flavor DVD
  - update_Leap_15.1_cryptlvm@uefi
  - update_Leap_15.1_gnome@64bit done in #48731
  - update_Leap_15.1_kde@64bit

- and corresponding ones for flavor NET

Further details

Different upgrade variants must be considered

- There are to major groups of test suites for upgrades
  - update_${version}_[kde|gnome|cryptlvm]
  - zdup-$version_[kde|gnome|cryptlvm]

- There are two important types of machines
  - uefi
  - 64bit (legacy boot)

Related issues:

- Related to openQA Tests - action #59303: [functional][u] opensuse-Tumbleweed-
- Related to openSUSE Leap 15.2 - action #52115: [functional][u][migration][open... Resolved 2019-08-19 2019-09-30

History

#1 - 2019-03-06 07:05 - okurz
- Subject changed from [functional][u] Add upgrade tests from Leap 15.1 that are missing for openSUSE Tumbleweed to [functional][u][epic] Add upgrade tests from Leap 15.1 to openSUSE Tumbleweed

2021-05-17
mgriessmeier please track as stand-in as discussed. After the subtask with the single scenario is done we should add according subtasks for the rest, e.g. one ticket with "add rest" :)
please, keep in mind that since Leap 15.1 is released, a GM image from fixed directory should be used.
https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/48731#note-25

#15 - 2019-09-09 09:29 - SLindoMansilla
- Has duplicate action #51860: [functional][u] Add update from Leap 15.1 tests added

#16 - 2019-09-16 09:33 - mgriessmeier
- Target version changed from Milestone 27 to Milestone 28

#17 - 2019-10-16 13:20 - jorauch
- Assignee set to jorauch

taking a look

#18 - 2019-10-24 13:06 - jorauch
Unassigning due to lack of progress
Clearer AC would be good and also an entry point for the tasks

#19 - 2019-10-24 13:06 - jorauch
- Assignee deleted (jorauch)

#20 - 2019-11-12 13:15 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Workable to New
- Estimated time deleted (42.00 h)

#21 - 2019-11-12 13:19 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #59303: [functional][u] opensuse-Tumbleweed-DVD-aarch64-upgrade_Leap_15.1_gnome@aarch64 is incomplete referencing a non-existant hdd due to wrong machine suffix in test suite added

#22 - 2020-01-03 09:03 - mgriessmeier
- Target version changed from Milestone 28 to Milestone 31

#23 - 2020-02-21 14:19 - SLindoMansilla
- Priority changed from Normal to High

#24 - 2020-02-21 14:20 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #52115: [functional][u][migration][opensuse] add openqa upgrade tests to/from 15.1 added

#25 - 2020-02-21 14:21 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from New to Workable
- Assignee set to dheidler

#26 - 2020-02-21 14:33 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Workable to Resolved

Tumbleweed

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1180003 <- upgrade_Leap_15.1_gnome